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Abstract: The purpose of the present paper is to give some results relate to a
class of linear bounded operators, known as n-power class(Q) operators acting
on infinite complex separable Hilbert space H. n-power class(Q) operators is
extension of class(Q) operators and class of n-normal operators The class of
n-power class (Q) operators was defined by S. Panayappan and N. Sivamani in
[1], where they have given some of their properties. Based, mainly, on [1], [3],
[4], we contribute with some others properties of such operators.
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1. Introduction

In this paper we give some results about n-power class(Q) operators defined
on [1], where authors also have depicted the elementary properties of such
operators. Firstly, let give some introductory concepts. Throughout this text
we denote with H a complex infinite separable Hilbert space and with L(H) we
denote the algebra of all bounded linear operators acting on H. We say that an
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operator T from L(H)is a normal operator if is commutative with his adjoint
operator T ∗, that is, if T ∗T = TT ∗For operator T from L(H)) we say that is
n-normal operator if T nT ∗ = T ∗T n holds. It is evident that for n = 1 we obtain
the class of normal operators. We say that operator T is n-power quasi normal
if T n(T ∗T ) = (T ∗T )T n. Operator T is quasi n -normal if T (T ∗T n) = (T ∗T n)T .
Finally, we say operator T is of class(Q) if T ∗2T 2 = (T ∗T )2, and T is n-power
class(Q) operator if T ∗2T 2n = (T ∗T n)2.

2. Main Results

In [1], Theorem 2.5, authors have proved that if T from L(H) is n-normal
operator, then it is also n-power class(Q) operator. By example they proved
that the converse is not true. At this point, we claim that with additional
condition of invertibility on n-power class(Q) operator T , he must be n-normal
operator. That is, we say

Theorem 2.1. Let T be bounded linear operator. If T is n-power class(Q)
operator and has inverse than T is n-normal operator.

Proof. Let T ∈ L(H) and let T be a npower class(Q) operator, that is,
T ∗2T 2n = (T ∗T n)2. We can write that T ∗2T 2n = T ∗T nT ∗T n. Now, since T has
inverse it is elementary that the adjoint operator T ∗ also have inverse and he is
(T ∗)−1 = (T−1)∗. If we multiply T ∗2T 2n = T ∗T nT ∗T n with (T ∗)−1 from the left
we obtain T ∗T 2n = T nT ∗T n. This relation is equivalent to T ∗T nT n = T nT ∗T n.
Further, we multiply n-time with T−1 from the right, or, equivalently, we multi-
ply with (T n)−1 from the right and this operation will results to T ∗T n = T nT ∗.
That is, with the above condition n-power class(Q) operator is n-normal oper-
ator. The proof is completed.

In [1] authors have proved that n-power class(Q) operator and (n + 1)-
power class(Q) operator are not comparable. Specifically, they support this by
matrices in Example 2.7 and Example 2.8. Further, they proved in Theorem 2.9
([1]), that if T is n-power class(Q) operator and T is quasi n-normal operator,
then T is (n+ 1)-power class(Q) operator. Also, by Example 2.10 they proved
that the condition that T is quasi n-normal operator is necessery.

We generalize this result and claim that:

Theorem 2.2. Let T be bonded linear operator on H. If T is (n + k)-
power class(Q) operator and in same time is quasi n-normal operator, then T

is (n+ k + 1)-power class(Q) operator for any k ≥ 0
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Proof. Let Tbe a bonded linear operator on H. Suppose that T is (n +
k)−power class(Q) operator and quasi n−normal operator. For given conditions
we have that operator T satisfy the following T ∗2T 2(n+k) = (T ∗T n+k)2 and
T (T ∗T n) = (T ∗T n)T . We need to prove that T ∗2T 2(n+k+1) = (T ∗T n+k+1)2.

Let evaluate the left hand site of last relation, we have

T ∗2T 2(n+k+1) =T ∗2T 2(n+k)T 2

=(T ∗T (n+k))2T 2

=T ∗T (n+k)T ∗T (n+k)TT

=T ∗T nT kT ∗T nT kTT

=T ∗T nT kT ∗T nTT kT

=T ∗T nT kTT ∗T nT kT

=T ∗T n+k+1T ∗T n+k+1

=(T ∗T n+k+1)2.

For k = 0 we have Theorem 2.9 in [1].

In Theorem 2.11, in [1] authors have proved that direct sum and product
of m n-normal operators are n-power class(Q) operators. It is well known
that product of two operators of same class is not necessary operator from the
same class. Even in the case when operators commute to each other is not
good enough to ensure this. For example see [3]. In other hand, if we suppose
that operator T and operator S are doubly commutative, that is TS = ST and
TS∗ = S∗T , then we can claim that

Theorem 2.3. Let T, S are bounded linear operators from L(H). If T and
S are such n-power class(Q) operator that doubly commutes, that is, TS = ST

and TS∗ = S∗T , then operator TS is n-power class(Q) operator.

Proof. Let T and S be n-power class(Q) operator. Let T doubly commutes
withS. In order to prove that (TS)∗2(TS)2n = [(TS)∗(TS)n]2 we begin with
left hand site as follow (TS)∗2(TS)2n = S∗T ∗T ∗S∗ TSTS...TS

︸ ︷︷ ︸

2n−time

. Since T doubly

commutes withS we can write that (TS)∗2(TS)2n = S∗S∗T ∗T ∗ TSTS...TS
︸ ︷︷ ︸

2n−time

.

Now, from the same reason, that is, TS = ST and TS∗ = S∗T (or T ∗S = ST ∗),
by successive remove on the left of each of S, we obtain

(TS)∗2(TS)2n =S∗S∗ SS...S
︸ ︷︷ ︸

2n−time

T ∗T ∗ TT...T
︸ ︷︷ ︸

2n−time
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=S∗2S2nT ∗2T 2n (since T and S are n-power class(Q) operator)

=(S∗Sn)2(T ∗T n)2

=S∗SnS∗SnT ∗T nT ∗T n (since T and S doubly commutes)

=S∗T ∗SnT nS∗T ∗SnT n

=(TS)∗(TS)n(TS)∗(TS)n

=[(TS)∗(TS)n]2.

The proof is completed.

Remarks 2.4. Also, under the same conditions, operator ST is n-power
class(Q) operator.

Corollary 2.5. If T is n- power class (Q) operator such that T doubly
commute with an isometric operator S, then TS is n- power class(Q) operator.

Proof. The proof of this statement is similar to that of Theorem 3. From
given conditions we have

(TS)∗2(TS)2n =S∗T ∗S∗T ∗ TSTS...TS
︸ ︷︷ ︸

2n−time

=S∗S∗SST ∗2T 2n SS...S
︸ ︷︷ ︸

2n−2−time

(since T and S doubly commutes)

=T ∗2T 2nS2n−2 (since T is n-power class(Q) operator)

=T ∗T nT ∗T nS2n−2 (since S is isometric operator and

T and S doubly commutes)

=S∗ST ∗Sn−1T nS∗ST ∗Sn−1T n (since T and S

doubly commutes)

=S∗T ∗SnT nS∗T ∗SnT n

=(TS)∗(TS)n(TS)∗(TS)n

=[(TS)∗(TS)n]2.
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